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MINI-SKID  
Datasheet 

 
 

The FIFI4MARINE MINI-SKID is a standalone, PLC controlled 24/7 Detection and Activation CAFS fire 

extinguisher system to be used where a fire-load or a high temperature exposure need to be 

controlled coming from inside the battery system or outside of the battery system as external fire 

load. 

In case of an event the foam-injection system is automatically, or 

manually activated by remote signals coming from fire detection 

sensors or from the battery management system. 

By the means of compressed air, the Bio4C premix is transformed to a 

unique Hybrid and Sustainable fire extinguisher foam. 

The produced foam is applied via piping and ducts into the selected 

battery system(s) creating a direct cooling effect. Strongly reducing 

temperatures to safety levels and prevents propagation to 

surrounding modules. 

To avoid fifi foam-injection in all battery-series a unique automated 

zone selection electric-valve-manifold is used to select and inject only 

the battery-series in which smoke or a to high temperature is 

detected. 

All other battery-series in the battery room which are in a safe situation will not be injected and 

remain fully operative for 100% maneuverability and vessel safety. 

The system can be configured to inject foam in or flood onto individual modules, complete racks or 

complete string. The most cost effective system architecture is to design the system to disconnect 

each string electrically and fill or flood that particular string with foam, leaving all unaffected strings 

in operation. 

 

            

 

• Non Chemical Biological foams are prone to freeze below zero  
• System weight can vary due to the customized system requirements 
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Mini-SKID technical specifications 

Operating pressure 4,5 / 5,5 Bar 

Extinguishing agent F4M-BIO4C Eco foam 

Temperature range* >5°C <60°Celsius 

 

Mini-SKID Series Mini-SKID-50 
  

Pre-mix capacity  50 L 

Output volume dry foam 600 L 

Size (W x D x H) 
800 x 325 x 

400 mm 

Mini-SKID weight dry ** 40 kg 

HP Air bottle weight *** 10 kg 

Premix filling *** 50 kg 

Mini-SKID Operational 
weight 

100kg 

  

 
* Because of the use of biological solvent, temperature need to be above 5°C to prevent freezing 
** Dry weight of the C-SKID excluding premix, air cylinder, cabinet, manifold and piping 
*** Add this weight to the sum to have a correct total weight 
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DAP electrical cabinet 
Detection and Activation Cabinet 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Cabinet example 600x400x210mm 

 
 
 
 

Item NO  4.A.0000 

  

High 400 mm 

Width 400 mm 

Depth 210 mm 

Weight 23 kg  

Colour  400 pre-grained stainless steel  

Material AISI 316 Pre-grained stainless steel  

IP rate IP 65 

  

Power  230VAC-2A / 24VAC-10A 

UPS Battery capacity 7Ah 24VDC 

UPS Max. power 24V/10A 

PLC Control system  WAGO / SIEMENS 

HMI WAGO / SIEMENS 

Monitor and Control 
Capacity 

1 Mini-SKID and max 4 valves 
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